All these years I been voicing my blues I'm a artist from the start, Hip-Hop guided my heart Graffiti on the wall coulda ended in Spoffard, juvenile delinquent But Pops gave me the right type'a tools to think with Books to read, like X and stuff Cause the schools said the kids had dyslexia In art class I was a compulsive sketcher of Teachers in my homeroom, I drew pix to mess them up Cause none'a them would like my style Read more books than the curriculum profile Said, "Mr. Jones, please come get your child Cause he's writing mad poems and his verses are wild" (NasVEVO, 2005).
favorites. Like my mother who taught at the elementary school I attended, I also walked to the beat of my own drum in the classroom. For the better part of elementary school, the stories of who I was as a student trickled through in the form of report cards punctuated by performance critiques, teachers' red-bolded notes on my work, parent conferences where-at one point-it was suggested I should be placed in special education and remedial courses. Fortunately, I was also blessed with an abundance of counter-stories about my identity-ones like those told by my parents who rejected teachers' narratives of my non-conformity as my inevitable social failure or ones by childhood books and hip-hop lyrics that spun social misfits as underestimated heroes. These counter-stories empowered me with a wholly different understanding of who I was-a squiggle in a place governed by a system of straight lines that would have me believe I was a broken stroke of potential.
This type of story does not just belong to me. It also belongs to many of the students I work in service of as an educator. Fast forward, and 16 years into my practice, I continue to herald and invoke the role of storiesparticularly mindful of the power they have to shape the trajectory of beliefs, action, and outcomes-into my work for, and with, students from marginalized populations (SMPs). Until last year, I told my stories about students as an everyday storyteller; most of my narratives largely unfolded across classroom and community spaces-directly broadcast into my students' lives. Now, I am positioned as a different kind of storyteller-a newly minted researcher-asked to spin stories of others' making into peer-reviewable findings that will open a window of storied insights into the other. Using the collections of data held in interviews and observations, I'm tasked with making sense of a hodge-podge of lived realities, distilling them into takeaways with the potential to shape the viewpoints and practices of fellow educators. After much thought, I've determined that my role as a researcher will focus on counter-storytelling-identifying narratives in the data that add depth and breadth to the stories held up as mirrors for our understanding and service of students who have frequently been sold short by a history of single story-telling.
I write this article out of a life-long experience as a counter-story-a Black-American woman who has spent most of life clashing with the social, academic, and professional conventions of the dominant systems in which I live, learn, work, or otherwise do life. Somehow, I have managed to remain intact; therefore, in my hybrid space of non-convention and convention, I continue my counter-storytelling as a critical bi-cultural interpretive researcher-"a subaltern intellectual, working to critique, redefine, and reinvent dominant theoretical approaches to social phenomenon" (Darder, 2015, p. 64) .
The story of the nkali scorecard, in some ways, begins here.
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Review of the Related Literature
Qualitative research is its own type of storytelling isn't it? A chicken and egg kind of relationship wherein the stories that come from data become the data that come from stories. Although it's true that the set of processes by which researchers extract narratives from a set of data factors into the significance assigned to their findings, what might be more important are the ways those processes reflect the social constructs of their positioning as a storyteller of the data. So, too, then might we draw the same conclusions about everyday storytellers-laypeople who are not necessarily trained to carefully examine, interpret, and take action upon sets of data that arise in the context of their professions, but who nonetheless must do so from the respective niches of their social occupancy. As researchers, we often turn to these everyday storytellers as experts on the topics under our exploration. Our analysis of the findings generally turns on the stories they share in interviews-stories produced over the course of an everyday storyteller's job performance, sometimes recounted from memories lensed by any number of subjectivities, and then communicated to us, insider to outsider, as truths for our incomplete knowing. Especially in cases where these stories serve as a researcher's proxy understanding for the lived realities of subaltern populations or, the unknown other, the researcher must critically interrogate the socio-positional influence of everyday storytellers as much as she does for the narratives they communicate.
To be clear at the outset-no matter the terms, the jargon, or theories presented-this article is about one thing: unpacking the power of the storyteller and her stories in communicating and shaping the informational realities of our world. If we agree that stories hold tremendous weight in the construction of our perceived realities, how much more important is it, then, that we interrogate the role of the storyteller whose lenses and leanings shape the contextual dynamics of a story's power to communicate subjective and objective truths?
In The Danger of a Single Story, a vibrant Ted Talk on the power of story to condition and transform everyday social contexts, acclaimed Nigerian writer, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie broaches the power of the storyteller through the articulation of nkali, loosely translated as "to be greater than another" (Adichie, 2009 ). Adichie contends that nkali essentially allows for those who hold social power to define the stories of those who do not-governing "how [stories] are told, who tells them, when they are told, how many stories are told"-which frequently serves to "flatten […] experience and overlook the many other stories" that form individuals and their social identities. Solórzano and Yosso's (2002) work on counter-storytelling suggests that nkali is aligned with the storyteller's social identity insofar as it is mediated by the "intercentricity of racialized oppression-the layers of subordination based on race, gender, class, immigration status, surname, phenotype, accent, and sexuality" (p. 25). I agree with Solórzano and Yosso (2002) and other critical race theorists who contend that the storyteller's race serves as one of the foremost bases of storytelling privilege; however, this work is more holistically lensed by two broader branches of critical theory: intersectionality (Carbado, Crenshaw, Mays, & Tomlinson, 2013; Crenshaw, 1991) and decolonial thinking (Darder, 2015; Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2013) .
The basic concept of intersectionality refers to: (a) "the relationships among multiple social dimensions and modalities of social relations and subject formations" (McCall, 2005 (McCall, , p. 1771 contextualized by the processes through which multiple social identities converge and ultimately shape individual and group experiences. Intersectionality supplements the discourse on social power by offering a clear understanding of storytelling as a site where "structures of power intersect" (Crenshaw, 1991, p. 3) . Decolonial thinking, then, examines the concurrent influence of multiple social systems in privileging or marginalizing the dimensions of an individual's social identity (Crenshaw, 1991; Darder, 2015; Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2013) . Given the two-way dynamic between (a) the structures of power within a social context and (b) the dimensions of an individual's social identity that govern the extent to which she/he can access those structures, it follows that a storyteller's social positioning serves as a fundamental construct for examination in critical interpretive research. The sum of these theories suggests that the storyteller's nkali occurs as a function of a shifting, context-based power hierarchy of the storyteller's confluent social identity features (e.g., gender, class, and educational level) vis-à-vis the context's dominant models of who constitutes a legitimate storyteller and what evidences a legitimate story.
Consider that when researchers construe findings from the stories in a set of qualitative data, they invoke their own nkali, synthesizing themes from the composite of data and holding them out as storied realities of someone else's other. Therefore, it is important that a researcher carefully attempts to account for slants and leanings in the stories told by the storytellers from which she learns. Here, I propose that, in cases where the researcher can aggregate biographical data of the storytellers with like features of social identity, it is possible to create a basis for comparing storytelling models across categories of storytellers with similarly positioned social identities. In examining these comparisons, the researcher can and should consider: 1) the relationship between the storyteller's nkali as an intersectional function of social identity and the types of stories she/he tells on a given subject; 2) similarities and differences across the storytelling models of storytellers having objectively similar social positions; and 3) potential effects of the storyteller's nkali in perpetuating single stories or producing counter-stories that contextualize both research and praxis concerning historically marginalized populations. This inquiry fits squarely into Darder's (2015) work on decolonizing interpretive methodology in that it aims to set forth: a critical process of study that […] supports the development of counterhegemonic forms of thinking and reflecting upon the world, so to grasp the current impact of current social and material relations of power at work in the lives of subaltern populations. (p. 71) From this standpoint, I begin the work of justifying and articulating a framework for The Nkali Scorecard, a new, critical methodological approach for researchers looking to integrate counter-story-telling in their analysis and interpretation of qualitative data. The Nkali Scorecard is designed as a tool for researchers to conceptually interrogate the connection between an everyday storyteller's nkali and the reinforcement of single stories in research and practice concerning people from historically marginalized populations.
Finally, given the article's underscored focus on the role of the storyteller's social identity, I wish to emphasize that I undertake this work as my own means of counter-storytelling against: (a) deficit-focused narratives found in research and praxis that paint caricatured realities of students from historically marginalized populations and (b) inflexible conventions of traditional academic research that hollow the researcher's ability to pioneer difficult territory of critical thought, study, and presentation concerning students from historically marginalized populations.
Taking aim at a working application of critical theory's core philosophies is a messy task. In the effort to reinvent a new approach to interpreting data, it is important to acknowledge that this article has some points of unconventionality, wieldy articulation, and unpolished concept. Darder (2015) supports this approach, pointing out that: 80 G. S. RICHARDS the works of critical bicultural interpretive researchers have evolved through a critical inquiry process that brushes Western traditional notions of culture, schooling, and society against non-Western epistemological traditions-traditions that are anchored and have evolved within their own lived histories of struggle. (p. 64) Accordingly, I begin the discussion of this framework with some stories of my own, meta-reflections on the motivation and thought-processes that underpin the theoretical development of The Nkali Scorecard.
Meta-Reflections on The Scorecard's Design Origins
This article didn't start out as a work on critical methodology-it began as an article meant to reflect on the challenges of leading in schools serving SMPs. At the start of my post-doctoral fellowship, I was assigned to produce an article from a set of 39 interviews given by a wide range of South African school leaders serving in various roles of educational leadership. Reading through the interviews, I felt uninspired as I struggled to find a new set of stories in the old truths rattled off by an assortment of teachers, principals, and heads of departments. Yes, I could code the responses. Yes, I could find common themes of insight across the storytellers. Yes, I could write an article that regurgitated the same tired understandings about the challenges of working with students from marginalized populations. But-really-so what? What new knowledge would I be contributing to the space of thought and praxis around best practices for transformational leadership in SMP school contexts?
Interestingly, as I grappled with the limits of the interview data, another issue had already begun to catalyze a serious firestorm of discourse and action in the South African higher education space. In October 2015, universities across South Africa saw their campuses erupt with concerted demand from students and educators alike to both address financial barriers to tertiary education access and to decolonize the dominant structures of leadership, curriculum, and environment that heavily contextualize student learning and outcomes. Following the call to decolonize the structural and pedagogical dimensions of tertiary education, additional calls for the decolonization of the secondary and primary school spaces sparked into mainstream discussion as the result of widespread student protest against a high school's controversial hair policy.
In reflecting on both the set of interview data and the widespread discussion about the whys and hows of decolonizing education, it occurred to me that both issues were actually part of a broader theme in critical research and action. In both contexts, I saw that the trajectory of mainstream discourse and thought around issues affecting SMPs appears largely driven by the narratives of everyday storytellers-teachers, administrators, government officials, pundits-all spinning stories to an audience of listeners relying upon them to understand an unfamiliar terrain of issue. Missing in many of these stories were the actual voices of students themselves. What of their narratives-how might they serve to unflatten a mainstream discourse marked largely by deficit perspectives? Thus began my inquiry into how the social power of the storyteller influences the production or recreation of single stories as truth for the listener.
The Nkali Scorecard is a conceptually experimental framework born out of a curiosity about practically assessing the largely theoretical connection between storytelling and outcomes. The starting point for the initial conceptualization of The Nkali Scorecard, therefore, begins with me thinking through the implications of interview data in relation to a hypothetical, real-world scenario. In my next article, I plan to test the scorecard's robustness by designing an actual simulation that gauges a set of school leaders' decision-making and action choices on a proposed intervention using story data taken from my current set of interviews. Darder (2015) lays out nine critical principles that must inform the development of "critical bicultural reformulations" of traditional theory (p. 66). Accordingly, through a self-constructed hypothetical example, I explore these nine principles alongside parallel constructs taken from a broad spectrum of critical, cultural, and educational research; together, these serve as the guiding parameters for the conceptualization of the nkali scorecard's design, application, and implications. Although some of these constructs have not been previously linked in any literature, it is important to juxtapose these constructs for a fuller understanding of the long-reaching implications of nkali and the ability of everyday storytellers to shape truths and outcomes concerning realities unfamiliar to the listener.
Getting to the Nkali Scorecard
Step 1: Examine the cultural politics of the context. Consider this real-world scenario. In a May 2016 budgetary briefing to the South African Department of Basic Education, Minister Angie Motshekga (2016) shared the following planning objective for SMP districts in the 2017 school year:
An innovative learner psycho-social screening and referral project has been piloted in the Bela-Bela Circuit, Waterberg, Limpopo. Lessons learnt in this pilot [will be] further replicated in uThungulu in KwaZulu-Natal; and there are plans to rollout the project to the remaining target districts. (para. 41) Here, I begin by imagining that the originally assigned set of 39 interviews represents a set of data used by a hypothetical policy researcher, Liesl, who has been asked to submit a report of next-steps recommendations to a departmental project committee based on the lessons that emerge from the collective of interviews. Suppose that Liesl has limited, direct experience in working for SMPs but has been asked to oversee the analysis and write-up of the interview data; her assessment of information provided by the interviewed storytellers will form the basis of a report that will strongly guide the project committee's decision-making and action concerning the implementation of the aforementioned project intervention at similarly-situated schools serving SMPs. How might the storyteller's nkali feature into Liesl's buy-in of the stories as lessons for which focal points of action to prioritize in the next steps of implementing the project's rollout?
The first understanding of how Liesl might respond to the lessons shared with her begins with accounting for the influence of cultural politics on her recognition of "legitimate knowledge" within the stories (Darder, 2015, p. 67) . Darder (2015, p. 67) explains that, because "all research is conducted and functions within a cultural context that is shaped by the cultural norms and acceptable boundaries of legitimate knowledge as connoted by the dominant culture," Liesl's interpretation is considered a "political act … represent[ing] a terrain of struggle over the definition and control of knowledge and material resources." Consider, then, the following two interview excerpts, representing two common storylines about SMPs from the data set. [School] kind of shapes the future of these learners because if you are providing quality education then you will be able to. I believe actually that when you give quality education you are tapping somewhere into a learner's mind where you are able to unleash their potential. That's my view. Depending on how hard. Actually, I've seen it working here at school where you'll find learners that were not performing to the best of their ability because you'll be making them work harder. You push them to somewhere they've never been. It changes their mind set. It's like they are growing-at the end of it all you see the results. Let me give you an example. There was this girl, she failed Grade 11 and when she came here she had to repeat Grade 11 and we made her work hard and, believe you me, at the end, she was the best. At Grade 12 she obtained three distinctions. You know, she had failed at Grade 11. That tells you that it is important to teach these learners in such a way that they are able to reach their potential. The sole purpose is ensuring that these learners get the best education shaping their future.
These excerpts reflect two themes of narrative that came up consistently and repeatedly across the collection of stories told across the 39 interviews. In examining the biographical data of each storyteller, there appeared to be a definite connection between types of storyteller social identity and the stories told about SMPs. One storyline paints SMPs as passive victims of morally and culturally deficient communities-destined to a defunct future unless rescued by the selfless benevolence of educators with the right values. The other storyline empowers students and a wider range of school and community stakeholders as collaborators in creating socioacademic transformation for SMPs. The question is-which storyline would Liesl find a more credible basis for the next steps that she will suggest to the project committee? Does the nkali of the storyteller's social identity at all serve as a subjective tiebreaker in Liesl's choices and action concerning how to position the next steps for the project? Voices from the family of critical theory would undoubtedly caution a pointed attention to the role of the everyday storyteller's social identity on both the telling of the story and the hearing of the story. This is particularly the case in societies where overarching issues of social disparity have been inextricably linked to formal and informal ideologies of social identity that have historically mediated an individual's social power, privilege, and enfranchisement. Darder (2015) identifies ideology as a fundamental lens for critical methodology, adding that, "ideology generally exists at the level of unexamined assumptions often considered to be 'common sense' or 'naturally existing'" (p. 68). Accordingly, articulating the conceptual framework for The Nkali Scorecard begins with the presumption that a storyteller's nkali, as a function of her/his social identity, contributes to the perspective, weight, and credibility of these stories not only in her/his own thinking, decision-making, and action but in those of the listener as well. Darder (2015) also underscores the importance of assembling a series of critical techniques to assist with unpacking the dominant social structures that consciously or unconsciously reproduce privilege and marginalization rooted in dimensions of an individual's social identity. Specifically, the endeavor to "carefully (re)read" the world and its histories requires a candid assessment of the "oppressor/oppressed contradiction" in the storyteller's "bi-cultural [stories] as they emerge between the subject and object or signifier and signified" insofar as these stories might be "dialectically mediated within the social and material relations" of dominant society (Darder, 2015, p. 65) . In other words, critical theory would suggest that the key origins of structural injustices in South African SMPs' learning contexts frequently arise out of the mundanities of everyday leadership and decision-making. In fact, the daily trajectories of choice at various levels of school leadership could be interpreted as the outcomes of an individual's agentic reflection of a composite of social stories-stories conditioned by another, prior series of stories also contextualized by simultaneous social hierarchies of race, gender, class, religion, and education that underpin the histories and realities of nearly every South African social context. Following this line of thinking, The Nkali Scorecard helps in formulating an understanding of the interplay between relevant dimensions of the storyteller's social identity and the stories she tells-the findings of which might serve to inform the truths of listeners, like me, Liesl, or other social actors who implement themes from these narratives in working with SMPs.
Step 2: Account for the historicity of knowledge. Now that the groundwork for cultural politics of the context has been laid for the scorecard's development, its design must account for the informational structures that animate the cultural politics of storyteller nkali. The historicity of knowledge bears on the authority of the storyteller's nkali to interpret, inform, and communicate stories about other people, places, and things. The historicity of knowledge is what powers the storyteller's understanding of self and her "'subjects' as historical beings, who simultaneously shape, and are shaped by the historical conditions that inform the contemporary moment" (Darder, 2015, p. 67) . Consequently, the personal histories of both the storyteller and her subject must be factored into the research process; otherwise, the researcher risks bootstrapping oppressive single stories into continued relevance by having them sanctioned as findings in her work. Pierre Bourdieu's (1990) work on habitus explains the connection between the historicity of knowledge and the social dynamics of power. Power is created, transferred, and reproduced through socio-cultural mechanisms, like stories, that socially reinforce both the storyteller and the listener's norms, values, and understandings about the world around them. Bourdieu refers to this as habitus-specifically, the relationship between an individual's social position and "the way society becomes deposited in [the individual] in the form of lasting dispositions, or trained capacities and structured propensities to think, feel, and act in determinant ways, which then guide them" in transactions across social contexts (Wacquant, 2006, p. 316) .
In discussing habitus, Bourdieu (1990) points out the role of cultural producers-social agents who perpetuate or recreate the existing dynamics of social power. He notes that "any cultural producer is situated in a certain space of production and that whether [s]he wants it or not-[her] productions always owe something to [her] position in this space" (p. 106). In SMPs' learning contexts, educators frequently appear as primary cultural producers of choice, expression, and action that manifest as the types of single stories that often shape student and community outcomes. Solórzano and Yosso (2002, p. 28 ) point out that single stories "generate from a legacy of [social privilege]" and are sustained by a "bundle of presuppositions, perceived wisdoms, and shared cultural understandings, persons in the dominant [social position] bring" into their stories about others. In turn, these single stories often "privilege Whites, men, the middle/and or upper class, and heterosexuals by naming these social locations as natural or normative points of reference" (Solórzano & Yosso, 2002, p. 28) .
This position, taken together with Bourdieu's work, essentially suggests that a storyteller's social identity, as shaped by its position on a spectrum of social power, ultimately orients her/his cultural production around a set of social interests driven by her/his subjective, overarching "sense of the game" (Bourdieu, 1990, p. 110) . Thus, the historicity of knowledge derives in large part from the productions of those in socially privileged positionsprecisely because the producer's nkali reifies the knowledge imparted through these productions as everyday, common sense truths. In this way, the historicity of knowledge informs the cultural politics of how stories about subaltern populations are told by the storyteller and heard by the listener.
Step 3: Assess hegemonic dimensions of social identity. In abstract, the habitus construct offers a highly complementary basis of theoretical understanding concerning the intersectional nuances of a storyteller's nkali.
However, thus far, researchers have struggled to operationalize habitus as a measured tool for such an inquiry (Reay, 2004) . Rather than presume the influence of habitus, here, I contend that the storyteller's habitus, that is, the effect of her social position on her understanding and communication of the world, can be accounted for by conceptually measuring her social position and the types of stories that she tells in relation to storytellers of similarly or differently situated social positions.
The nkali scorecard determines a conceptual benchmark for the storyteller's social position based, in part, on Darder's (2015) explanation of the hegemonies that underpin the social dynamics of power. Darder (2015, p. 68) contends that the hegemonic dimensions of social structures "naturalize or normalize particular relations of power and practices that perpetuate paternalism and deceptive notions of impartiality that shroud" the interests of the dominant system. These "particular relations" (p. 68) of power also vest the individual with hegemonic dimensions of social identity in that the more dimensions that a storyteller possesses, the greater is her nkali in the storytelling contexts sanctioned by the dominant system. Developing this part of the scorecard first requires a means by which to conceptually establish the storyteller's social position so as to create a basis of comparison across nkali typologies and storytelling models. To do this, I constructed two points of relativity, the system hegemon and the community forces hegemon, for benchmarking the storyteller's social positioning. For the purposes of this scorecard, these points are presumed perfect representations of hegemonic power as indicated by a relevant set of considerations taken from Ogbu and Simons's (1998) cultural ecological theory. Adapting Ogbu and Simons's work on cultural ecology to the present course of exploration, I found that storytelling nkali can be understood from two conceptual umbrellas of hegemonic influence: that of the system and that of community forces.
The system refers to the collective of overarching hegemons that underpin dominant social power structures and are heavily influenced by a dominant culture of norms, values, beliefs, and attitudes. By contrast, the notion of community forces accounts for group and individual responses to structural intersectionalities of the system's hegemons in understanding how and why power is reproduced across dimensions of social identity. Here, I assume that tellers' stories are contextualized by (a) unprivileged and/or privileged dimensions of their own identities and (b) their own internalized stories as framed by both system and community forces hegemons in the social context. In other words, a storyteller's nkali is primarily driven by where her individual social identity simultaneously stands in relation to system hegemons and community forces hegemons at work in the storytelling context.
Developing the Nkali Scorecard values. I contend that nkali can be interrogated across at least six conceptual domains of habitus: the educator's (a) race, (b) gender, (c) economic class identification, (d) religion, (e) level of education, and (f) level of executive agency in job function, respectively. From this point, I envision each of these domains of nkali as concentrically framing central hubs of social power generated by the context's core hegemons of privileged identity (cf. Figure 1 ).
To create a measure for the storyteller's social position, imagine that each storyteller stands on the outermost perimeter of a concentric, six-ringed, spectrum-each ring representing a relevant dimension of social identity (i.e., race, gender, or economic class). The exact center point of the concentric spectrum represents the hegemonic ideal of social identity within the space. For each partial or complete dimension of social identity possessed by a storyteller, her positioning on the concentric spectrum moves forward by a corresponding conceptual value. The maximum conceptual value for each ring of movement is 1 unit; partial movements across the rings are conceptually measured in quartered increments. I determined conceptual values, which I term privilege points, for each ring of identity based on two South African national policies that speak to the ways in which the selected dimensions of identity have shaped social dynamics of power in post-Apartheid South Africa. The first policy is the Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment (BBB-EE) Scorecard, one of South Africa's current, leading policy initiatives, aimed at redressing the role of race, gender, class, and education in socio-economic outcomes for historically marginalized South Africans. The BBB-EE Scorecard (Broad Based Black Economic Employment Agency, 2016) uses an affirmative action-based scoring system that economically incentivizes the direct participation of persons having one or more recognized features of historically disenfranchised social identity. The second policy I used is the Apartheid-era, Christian National Education Act that prioritized the authority and power of the Christian faith in both the leadership and instructional practices of all South African school contexts (Chisholm, 2005) .
Assigning privilege points. Privilege points are the conceptual social values for a given dimension of an individual's social identity as evidenced by (a) consistent validation by the dominant culture(s) within an identified social space and (b) a historical track record of benefit to an individual's social advantage within the identified social space. Here, I assume two points of nkali: (a) social power that derives from the system and (b) social power that derives from community forces. Although the community forces construct outlined by Ogbu and Simons (1998) has not traditionally been viewed as its own site of social power, it serves as a parallel, complementary construct in the nkali framework that must be equally considered in assessing a storyteller's nkali. From this standpoint, I assign two sets of privilege points, creating two scores for an educator's scorecard position.
To create a basis of conceptual value, I first identified the hegemons of social identity for each dimension within both spaces as the relevant basis for a storyteller's conceptual positioning. Because the social spaces of the system and community forces are frequently represented as antithetical to one another, I approached the construction of the scorecard's system in a similar manner. Before moving forward, it is critical to recognize a clear understanding that assigning actual, real-time weights and scores across each of these very complex dimensions of identity and then assembling them into an appropriately calculated framework is virtually impossible; therefore, I emphasize that these scores are only meant to represent conceptually relative indicators of a storyteller's positioning within the dual spaces of the nkali to more closely interrogate the differences and similarities of nkali typologies in storytelling. Understanding the scorecard values. Within the structural intersectionalities of the South African system, across the dimensions of race, gender, class, religion, educational attainment, and leadership-Whiteness, maleness, wealthiness, Christianity, tertiary education attainment, and executive roles have been historically regarded as the most privileged features of social identity. Conversely, Blackness, femaleness, poverty, non-Christianity, non-tertiary attainment, and service roles have been historically regarded as the most unprivileged features of social identity. Along these lines of thought, Ogbu and Simons's (1998) view of marginalized status focuses on an assessment of the relations between groups of common social identity and the dominant culture. Ogbu and Simons's (1998) determination of a social group's marginalized status is primarily marked by the group's power position in relation to the dominant culture of context. For example, a determination of marginalized status for a White, wealthy woman would depend on the power positioning of said woman in relation to the dominant culture of White, wealthy, male privilege. Arguably, in the dominant culture of South African society, this latter identity is in possession of weaker status and privilege in relation to her White, wealthy, male counterpart, but theoretically occupies better system standing than the social identity of a low-income, Black woman.
Using principles and motivations from the BBB-EE Scorecard (Broad Based Black Economic Employment Agency, 2016) points assignment for the business inclusion and participation of persons having one or more various features of historically disenfranchised South African social identity, I inferred a relative hierarchy of privilege for the dimensions of race, gender, class, and education. In terms of race, the BBB-EE Scorecard (Broad Based Black Economic Employment Agency, 2016) privileges "Black" South Africans and other naturalized South Africans originating from other African countries. The scorecard's current definition of Blackness indiscriminately applies to Africans, Coloureds, and Indians. However, a recent set of changes to BBB-EE policy regulations, downgraded the role of the scorecard's race weightings for Indian and Coloured men in job bids worth less than R10 million, directly implicating these Black sub-groups' positioning in the race dimension of systems identity. The change to the codes appears to reflect the longstanding history of informal and formal race hierarchy in South Africa. I used a similar consideration in the scorecard's construction by using incremental scoring for an educator's race.
The scoring for the systems space is as follows: White: +1; Indian or Coloured: +0.5; Black: +0. The scoring for the community forces space is as follows: Black +1; Indian or Coloured: +0.5; White +0. From the National Christian Education Act (Chisholm, 2005) , I again assumed that as a foundational policy of Apartheid-era education that heavily influenced post-Apartheid social trajectories even after its removal, the history of this dimension's wholesale endorsement of Christian privilege to the exclusion of all other faiths or non-faiths allowed for the creation of a Christian/non-Christian binary score classification. In summary:
• For the dimensions of race, class, and job leadership role, I used an incremental score approach to conceptually categorize and value each storyteller's social entity data in these dimensions.
• For the dimensions of gender, religion, and education (tertiary-level) I used a +1 or 0 binary score to indicate presence or absence of the dimension in the educator's identity. Subsequently, I scored each of the 39 storytellers on the basis of the scorecard (cf. Figure 2) as the first step in constructing the nkali typologies later used to make comparisons across storytellers and storytelling models. Figure 3 shows the demographic breakdown of the 39 storytellers, whereas Figures 4-7 provide an overview of the social identity profiles by race alongside corresponding scorecard breakdowns for each identity profile.
Altogether, I found 16 different combinations (cf. Figures 4-7 , Profiles A-P) of social identity profiles across the set of 39 storytellers. Upon calculating each storyteller's score profiles, I took the individual average of each storyteller's set of scores to create a relative baseline for interpreting each storyteller's social positioning in relation to the overall group of storytellers. Here, I determined the storyteller's privilege points according to the dimensions of her social identity. For example, Profile A belongs to Storyteller 1, a Black, female, hybrid economic status, Christian, tertiary-educated, and school principal. Accordingly, the sum of her privilege points totaled to 3.5 and 2.5 for her system score and community forces score, respectively. Profile G, a Coloured, male, low economic status, Christian, tertiary-educated, and school principal. Accordingly, the sum of his privilege points totaled to 4.5 and 1.5 for his system score and community forces score, respectively. Figure 6 . Nkali profiles for Indian storytellers. Figure 6 contains a breakdown of the nkali scores for all of the study's Indian storytellers. Here, I determined the storyteller's privilege points according to the dimensions of her/his social identity. For example, Storyteller 28 belongs to Profile L, an Indian, female, middle+ economic status, non-Christian, tertiary-educated, and teacher. Accordingly, the sum of her privilege points totaled to 2.75 and 3.25 for her system score and community forces score, respectively. For the system space, the average score across all 39 storytellers is 3.4 (cf. Figure 8) ; for the community forces space, the average score across all 39 storytellers is 2.6 (cf. Figure 8 ). Storytellers with scores above the average in either space are considered as having an emic nkali conditioned by an above-average social power within the social space. Conversely, storytellers with scores below the average in either space are considered as having an etic nkali conditioned by below-average social power within the social space. For example, Profile F storytellers (cf. Figure 8 ) have a community forces score of 3.75, placing their score well above the overall group average; this suggests that Profile F storytellers have a stronger emic positioning in relation to the conceptualized central hub of power in the community forces space. By contrast, however, the system score for Profile F storytellers falls below the overall system score average for the group; this suggests that Profile F storytellers occupy a highly etic social positioning in relation to the conceptualized hub of power for the system space. Based on the analysis of each storyteller's emic and etic positioning, I identified two types of storytellers: Type 1 (S1): Storytellers having an nkali emic to the community forces space and a habitus etic to the system space. Twenty-three of the 39 (59%) storytellers are categorized as S1. Figure 7 contains a breakdown of the nkali scores for all of the study's White storytellers. Here, I determined the storyteller's privilege points according to the dimension of her social identity. For example, Storyteller 36 belongs to Profile O, a White, female, mid-income, non-Christian, college-educated, and head of department. Accordingly, the sum of her privilege points totaled to 4.5 and 1.5 for her system score and community forces score, respectively.
Type 2 (S2):
Storytellers having an nkali etic to the community forces space and a habitus emic to the system space. Sixteen of the 39 (40%) storytellers are categorized as S2. The S1 group was nearly all Black, all female, mostly of a low economic class, and had lesser-ranking executive job agency than did the other storytellers. The scores for the S2 group appeared mainly driven by a combination of one or more of the following social dimensions of identity: Whiteness, maleness, middle+ class status, and/or higher-ranking job agency. Interestingly, although the S1s' nkali was considered emic to the community forces space (thereby indicating a greater form of power in relation to the central hub of social power), when I compared the positioning of the most emic S1s with the positioning of the most emic S2s, I found that the most emic S2s occupied a much closer positioning to the central hub of power for the system space than did the S1s in relation to the central hub of power for the community forces space (cf. Figure 9 ). The S1s' emic positioning in the community force space was weakened by their religious affiliation and the executive agency ascribed to their job function. For example, in the case of Profile F storytellers, the most emic of the S1s, although their executive job agency as teachers is not as high as that of a principal or deputy principal, teachers nonetheless are regarded as having a level of system power that exceeds the level of system power ascribed to a non-working or non-agentic job position. This suggests that in reality, a storyteller's nkali may be doubly penalized across both the system and community forces spaces, in cases where dimensions of her/his social identity do not meet the system hegemons' criteria for power, yet, exceed community forces hegemons' criteria for power by aligning too closely with those of the system.
Step 4: Align theory and practice. After constructing the scorecard, I turned to a pilot application of the scorecard's use as a methodology for understanding and interpreting stories as "lessons" for the hypothetical Liesl. Darder's (2015, pp. 67-69) articulation of political economy outlines the criticality of praxis-that is, aligning Figure 9 illustrates the emic and etic positioning for all of the study's storytellers. Notice that the positioning in relation to the respective hub of central power for the storytellers considered emic to the system space, is much closer than is the positioning of the storytellers considered emic to the community forces space. This suggests that a storyteller's nkali may be doubly penalized, in the system and community forces spaces, in cases where dimensions of her/his social identity do not meet the system hegemons' criteria for power, yet, exceed community forces hegemons' criteria for power by aligning too closely with those of the system. newly theorized methods with a practical examination of their real-life integration; she notes that, "critical research must always [emphasis added] be linked to the real world" because "research theory is always informed by praxis, just as practice is always informed by the epistemological loyalties we embrace." Accordingly, I applied the scorecard to the data collected from the study's 39 storytellers to explore the following questions: 1) How might storytellers' nkali typologies relate to their story models of lessons concerning the challenges of working with SMPs? 2) What similarities, if any, exist between lessons offered by storytellers with contrasting nkali typologies?
Before examining each of these questions in relation to the collected data, I first recorded every instance of a challenge-based story communicated by the storytellers across the set of interviews. I considered a challengebased story as any story communicated by a storyteller as explicit or implicit commentary representing her/his perspective on the challenges of working with SMPs. Next, I grouped each recorded challenge-based story into a story type. This is because I found that, although the storytellers used different styles of narrative, sometimes they were communicating the same type of story. For example, consider the following two challenge-based stories that I grouped together as stories that communicated "money, poverty, and unemployment" as takeaway lessons on the challenges of working with SMPs:
Profile C Storyteller (S1): Lack of parental involvement, early pregnancy, high unemployment rate, the scourge of HIV/AIDS, child-headed families. This results in absenteeism which ultimately affects the results-late coming and learning barriers. And, because parents are not there-even those with parents-you find that parents work as domestic workers so they come home once a week. They therefore cannot attend to the needs of the school like attending meetings. Profile O Storyteller (S2): You know I had a lot to do with the child that had 11 people in the house. Now, eh, there is a great story-but, in any case, there was a lady that raised him since he was a baby, and then brought him back. He stayed in Nelspruit and she is fighting hard to obtain foster care. Look there, there were many things that the child had to overcome because there was alcohol and drugs involved in the home, the father beat the mother, and then the [sic] when the aunt gave him something, the mother took it and sold it. So they gave him a bed, there's no bed anymore or such things. So it, it, it has a deep impact on someone, you know? And the one that had the six hundred rand, the little girl masturbated in class in grade one [unclear] It was tough for me to get involved with something like that.
After grouping the stories, I organized the story types into categories or, story models, of overarching theme. For example, the "money, power, and unemployment" story type fit with other resource and material-focused story types like "food access" and "limited school resources." I found that within the data set, five broad themes emerged as the dominant story models for the story types communicated by the S1 and S2 storytellers (cf. Figure  10 ).
• Category 1 story model: Materiality-focused stories This category encompasses lessons primarily framed around material and resource-focused stories about SMPs' challenges.
Example (Profile O Storyteller): You're in a role here to really help them, eh like one of the educators, or a lot of us do that, you know pay for for [sic] , eh, I paid for eh, the eh--one of my children's glasses broke and she didn't come to school, she didn't come to school [sic] . The parents said to me, "Ja (yes), but she hasn't got the, eh, money to pay for the frame," and I gave her the money just get the child to come back to school. You know you do things like this. One of my educators this morning she told me she brought one of her little boys in her class a vest, a vest, just to get him a bit warmer, get him clothes. So I think our educators put more in than you do at those other schools that are privileged and they really go the extra mile to help a child that's really struggling because they know what the backgrounds are. So I think we more [sic], eh, empathetic, "wat's empaties" (what is empathetic) towards, to try and help them, to also succeed in what they're doing without the help of the parents.
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• Category 2 story model: Context stability/authority/structure-focused stories This category encompasses lessons primarily framed around one or more stability, structure and/or authority stories about SMPs' home, community, or school challenges.
Example (Profile G Storyteller): So one finds that you plan something that's in the morning session, you've planned for it, but it really doesn't go the way you have planned for it. You need-you have these incidentals emergencies at times. This morning was a perfect example, I just arrived at school and learnt that two children had been lured away by a stranger, two [...] boys. So upon investigation we had to contact the police etcetera, they were safe they were back at school. So, that is an example of what we have to go through.
• Category 3 story model: Socio-cultural/psycho-social focused stories This category encompasses lessons primarily framed around stories that root SMPs' challenges in the intersection of culture and other socializing elements of student, educator, or community outlooks.
Example (Profile C Storyteller): It does not affect … you know poverty has no bearing in terms of the teaching and learning. We tell them that you are given support by the government. The government is giving uniform, sanitary pads, is giving you nutrition. If you have a problem there are teachers that are able to support you spiritually, you know, emotionally err … social problems they support. So when you get into the class, your purpose there is to learn and nothing else so it's not like we are embracing poverty.
• Category 4 story model: Stories focused on internal reflections and perspectives of self and others This category encompasses storyteller lessons primarily framed around stories about SMPs' challenges related to the SMPs or the educator's subjective views of self or others.
Example (Profile C Storyteller): You cannot be a principal and not be prepared especially mentally. I believe not everybody can be a principal. It is a very difficult position believe you me. So you need to be mentally ready. I mean we have about 42 curriculum staff only, so you can imagine if you have to deal with their different personalities, you have to be ready mentally. Physically, yes, I exercise a lot and it helps a lot in dealing with stress because every day you are confronted with different things including the kids and their parents, the SGB, the district etc.
• Category 5 story model: Actualization-focused stories This category encompasses storyteller lessons primarily framed around stories about SMPs' challenges related to the actualizing features of SMPs or educator performance and outcomes in the school context.
Example (Profile F Storyteller): Some don't care, some don't even care whether they fail or not, they don't care. It's like, it's the teachers' problem. They're not worried. Mmm, so [but if] those learners, [if] now they've got, you know that zeal to learn, they don't make noise. You know, learners are children, they talk, we know-but when it really comes to the real business of the day, they are quiet.
Using these five key story models, I examined the data for trends across each storyteller's score-determined nkali typology. Next, I created an additional data subset from the total number of stories that I identified in the overall data set. I refer to the total story data set as every noted instance of a story type communicated by the storyteller, repeated or otherwise, in an interview. The significance of total story data reflects the subjective weight of the stories in the story models for each storyteller type. Essentially, the more frequently a story type was communicated by a storyteller in the interview response, the higher the likelihood that the story type featured more prominently in the storyteller's communication of a lesson to the listener in the related category. This provides one basis for assessing nkali in relation to habitus. I refer to single instance data as a one-time, counted instance of a storyteller's communication of a story type within the data set. Single instance data for each story type and category composite reflect the likelihood of a response type being either an anomalous or common lesson across the storyteller type. In other words, if the number of responses in a category or story type dramatically lowered from measurement in the total response set to the single instance set, I assumed overrepresentation of a lesson by one or more of the storytellers within a storyteller type. A better capture of this principle appeared to be a comparison of the number of a given story types recorded against the overall number of storytellers in the storyteller group. I concluded that the closer the number of stories for a given story type in relation to the number of storytellers within a nkali typology, the more likely that the story type would be (a) represented as an integral feature of the story models for that category in the storyteller type and (b) more likely to be considered a strong "lesson" by a researcher due to the strength of its representation in the storytellers' story models. In turn, this provides a second basis for assessing nkali in relation to habitus. Figure 10 . General breakdown of all data by category.
Challenge-based stories. Across the 39 interviews provided by the storytellers, I recorded a total of 478 challenge-based stories across all five categories of story model. This total includes multiple responses from the same storyteller identifying the same challenge at different points of the interview. Of the 478 total responses, I recorded 287 single instance responses. Figures 10, 11 , 12, and 13 contain information on both the total story and single instance response data sets. Figure 10 shows a side-by-side breakdown of responses by category in both the total story and single instance response data sets.
For both the total story and single instance responses, representing approximately 85% of the data, the dominant story models for the overall storyteller group occur in Category 1 (i.e., Material/Concrete resource factors), Category 3 (i.e., Socio-cultural factors), and Category 2 (i.e., Contextual authority, safety, stability, and/or structure). For both S1s and S2s, Category 1 stories strongly monopolized the stories communicated as lessons for understanding the challenges of working with SMPs. Categories 4 and 5 collectively represented less than 20% of the stories communicated by S1s and S2s in both the total story and single-instance response data sets (cf. Figure 10 ). This indicates that, although relevant in some respects, the story models for Categories 4 and 5 are not likely to be communicated as takeaway lessons by storytellers of either nkali typology.
I further deconstructed the data within each category by examining the following information in relation to storyteller nkali type:
• The number of stories per category by nkali type • The dominant story communicated in each category by nkali type • Story communicated the most number of times in each category • The story having the greatest difference with respect to the +number of times it was communicated by both nkali types within each category The findings from this analysis are summarized in Figures 11 and 12 .
Figure 10 provides a breakdown of the 478 challenge-based stories recorded across the 39 storytellers' interviews. I categorized each story into one of five categories of story model (i.e., material/concrete factors; socio-cultural factors; contextual authority, safety, stability, and/or structure; actualization factors; internal reflections and perspectives of self and others). The story model that appeared most frequently in the data was Category 1: Material Concrete factor, whereas the story model that appeared least frequently was Category 4: Internal Reflections and Perspectives of Self and Others.
Number of S1 and S2 stories per category. For this analysis, I considered which category had the highest number of stories coming from each storyteller type as a means of identifying the central lessons about challenges communicated by each storyteller type. For both S1 and S2s, Categories 1, 3, and 2 made up the bulk of the stories communicated about the challenges of working with SMPs.
In the total story data (Figure 11 , Rows 4 and 5), I found a statistically significant difference in the number of Category 1 stories (Material/Resources-related factors) between storyteller types (86 stories vs. 115 stories; p = .024), with S2s out-responding S1s in communicating Category 1 stories. Category 3 (i.e., Socio-cultural factors) also revealed a large divergence in story models (76 stories vs. 37 stories; p < .0002), with S1s supplying approximately double the number of responses of S2s, indicating the dominance of this category of story model in S1 views on SMPs' challenges. Finally, of note was the relative similarity of a low number of responses in Category 4 (i.e., Internal Perspectives) and Category 5 (i.e., Actualization Factors), suggesting an oversight of these challenges by both S1s and S2s. Educators' feeling of need for more preparation re: instructional subject matter and job performance demands S1: 9 S2: 1 (Difference of 8 responses) Figure 11 . Challenge-based story responses: Total story data breakdown.
In the single instance data set (Figure 12 , Rows 4 and 5), I found a much smaller difference in the number of responses between storyteller types (58 stories vs. 72 stories; p = .13), with S2s still slightly out-responding S1s in using material/resource-related story models to frame their responses; however, the number of responses from total to single instance data sets for S2s decreased somewhat significantly, indicating a potential over-communication of material and concrete factors for S2 storytellers. The large divergence in the Category 3 (i.e., Socio-cultural factors) total story data set dramatically decreased between the two storyteller types, indicating the overrepresentation of socio-cultural factors in the story models of some S1 storytellers. Finally, of note, was the relative similarity of the numbers of responses in Categories 2, 5, and 4, indicating a similar level of story model dominance for both storyteller types in these categories. Figure 12 . Challenge-based story responses: Single instance data breakdown.
The dominant story in each category by nkali type. Through the analysis of this element of the data set, I aimed to (a) determine a connection between the dominant story type for S1s and S2s and (b) compare the dominant story types between S1s and S2s within each category of story model. For this, I took the story type with the highest number of recorded stories for each nkali type as a way to identify the central features of each category of story model.
The strongest trend in the total response data (cf. Figure 11 ) concerning S1 and S2 dominant response types across all categories of story model appears to be that S1s primarily share stories that focus on school actors and organizational features of the school context as the key sources of challenge for working with SMPs; conversely, S2s primarily share deficit stories of students' personal and family characteristics as the key sources of challenge for working with SMPs. Furthermore, if taken together, the dominant story types for Type 1 storytellers convey an overarching story about the challenges of working with SMPs as owing to deficits in the account-abilities and performance of educators and schools systems. By contrast, the stories of Type 2 storytellers communicate lessons anchored by the deficits of SMPs' personal characteristics and immediate home/family circumstances.
The strongest trend in the single instance response data (cf. Figure 12 ) concerning S1 and S2 dominant response types across each category of story model appears to be that S1 dominant response types remain focused on school actors but now incorporate a slight focus on SMPs' home lives and personal development. On the other hand, here, as in the total story data, the S2 dominant response types primarily relate stories of SMPs' personal and family deficits as the key sources of challenge. If taken together, the dominant story types for S1s produce an overarching story that frames the lessons about the challenges of leading SMPs as owing to deficits in the accountabilities and performance of educators and schools systems with elements of obstacle created by SMPs' personal characteristics; again, S2 story types continue to produce an overarching story that communicate lessons grounded in the deficits of SMPs' personal characteristics and immediate home circumstances.
Story type with the highest number of combined total stories. Through the analysis of this element of the data set, I looked to identify insights concerning the dominant story types across each category of story model as a way to construct an overall story about the views of the study's storytellers towards the challenges of leading SMPs.
The composite of top story types for each category of story model (cf. Figure 11 , Row 8) within the total story data set produces an overarching story that frames the challenges of leading SMPs as owing to deficits in the accountabilities and performance of educators and schools systems with elements of obstacle created by students' home context. The composite of top response types for each category of story model (cf. Figure 12 , Row 8) within the single instance response data set produces an overarching story that frames the challenges of leading SMPs as primarily owing to deficits in the accountabilities and performance of educators and schools systems with some elements of obstacle created by students' personal development and home context.
The story type with the greatest difference in range within each category. In analyzing this component of the data sets, I wanted to gain insights about the nature of difference in story types for S1s and S2s in each category of story model. I took the difference in ranges as indicating the extent of discrepancy in S1 and S2 views on the story type features of a given category. I found the story type with the highest range of difference within a story model category as a way to unpack the differences and similarities in perspective between storyteller types.
The largest range of difference in story types (cf. Figure 11 , Row 9) for the total story data occurred at Categories 3 and 1, respectively, with S1s favoring the communication of stories that compositely produce a story highlighting lessons about the role of school actors in addressing SMPs' challenges; S2s appeared to communicate stories that compositely produce lessons about student deficits as the key source of challenge in working with SMPs.
The largest range of difference in story types (cf. Figure 12 , Row 9) for single instance data occurred at Categories 3 and 1, respectively. The range in differences across categories indicates that S1 stories produce lessons that implicate an intersection of causes between school actor and student deficits as the key sources of challenge; S2 responses primarily reflect an overarching story of student deficits with some obstacles posed by classroom-based instructional constraints.
Analyzing the Results of the Scorecard Pilot
Step 5: Critique the Findings for Counter-Story Implications
Resuming with the scorecard's integration of the key principles for critical methodology, I now turn to a critique of the findings produced from the scorecard's pilot study. Darder (2015, p. 68) states that critique "entails interrogation into the values and beliefs that sustain asymmetrical relations of power" in order to support "the deep realization that people can change their conditions by naming their own realities" rather than by having their realities named for them by another person. As a critical researcher, my work should contribute to the collective of counter-hegemonic efforts in both theory and practice for students and people from historically marginalized populations. Accordingly, in maintaining my position as a critical bicultural interpretive researcher, the analysis of the results from the scorecard's pilot should lend itself to the endeavor to "transform existing conditions" (Darder, 2015, p. 68 ) that lead to the reproduction of single stories about SMPs. Thus, in this section, I use the findings from the scorecard pilot to determine opportunities for telling and surfacing counter-stories in my set of research data.
Single stories in the data. Before I can articulate the counter-stories, I must first identify the single stories that emerged from the scorecard-based analysis of the interview data. The results from the data strongly support the conclusion that a storyteller's habitus heavily influences the types of stories that she/he communicates.
Here, the data demonstrate how the key story models for S1s and S2s break down into two threads of takeaway lessons for the listener (cf. Figure 13) . Together, the dominant story types for S1s reflect an overarching single story about the challenges of working with SMPs that is highlighted by (a) the significance of material and structural deficits of the school, home, and community context; and (b) the socio-cultural/psycho-social differences occurring across features of schools' organizational contexts. Conversely, the dominant story types for S2s reflect an overarching single story about the challenges of working with SMPs that centers largely on the material and support deficits of the students' home and personal context with some features of socio-cultural differences between students and educators in the school context.
The main points of divergence for the two storyteller types occur around the difference in (a) deficit focus toward either the school actor and organizational structures of the school context (S1s) or (b) the respective socio-economic capacities of students, their homes, and the general surrounding communities (S2s). Additionally, S1s appear to more frequently and widely attribute the causes of challenge to socio-cultural differences between all levels of social actors within the school context (e.g., staff-to-staff or staff-to-student socio-cultural differences) and surrounding community. The similarities of story models between storyteller types are limited to some acknowledgement of socio-cultural differences among different levels of social actors in the school context and surrounding community. Interestingly, largely missing from the story models of both participant types were response types that identified any capacity or agency for SMPs and other actors in the home context (parents/guardians/caretakers) to contribute in producing solutions and/or leadership for SMPs and their communities.
Conclusion
Step 6: Conscientize the Findings Finally, the last step in developing the scorecard requires a conscientization of both the piloting process and the findings thereof. Therefore, to conclude this effort, I reflect on the scorecard's contribution to "democratic voice, participation, and solidarity within the contexts of institutions and larger society" (Darder, 2015, p. 69) . A composite interrogation of the 39 interviews offers several important insights concerning opportunities for counterstory that can provide alternative readings of the single stories in SMPs' learning contexts.
The scorecard's design presumes that the historical profile of social identity for each storyteller holds its own forms of power in relation to both the system and community forces space. Thus, the nkali held by S1s might be more likely to resonate at the individual level of the marginalized students and communities who are intended to benefit from the choices and actions of school leaders; conversely, the social power held by S2s might be more likely to resonate at organizational and structural levels of dominant systems in the relevant context of praxis. In light of these presumptions, the present implications of the data for understanding how the singlestories communicated by everyday storytellers transmute into natural or common sense truth warn that such stories might have the effect of: 1) perpetuating existing social imbalances and/or learning outcomes; 2) dampening or redirecting the flow of innovative, creative, and/or nuanced strategies, intervention, and resources around SMP learner development; 3) overlooking alternative roots, rationales, outcomes, advantages, and disadvantages of SMP strengths and weaknesses in the socio-academic context and/or; 4) disempowering and/or overestimating the role of key forms of material, social, and structural capital in the models of challenge and solution around working with SMPs. The principles of nkali suggest that storytellers with greater system power are more likely to influence the stories and outcomes of those having less power. The implications from the data point to the tendency of the S2 storytellers to reduce stories of leading marginalized students and communities to narratives that prioritize schools and school leaders as providers for the material and support deficits of students and their home contexts. The danger in the dominance of these single stories is that the identification of lessons likely to be recognized and legitimized by the system, might wind up shortsighted by the limited story models of these storytellers. Furthermore, the much wider range of context featured in the story types of S1s-such as: (a) a diversity of socio-cultural factors in the organizational, school, and community context; or (b) the professional development and accountability for educators and school leaders' socio-cultural elements-might remain outside the scope of consideration on account of the storyteller's weaker system nkali. The S1s' nkali might hold more power in communicating truths at the individual and small-group level of SMP social contexts; however, unflattening the single stories that limit our understanding of SMPs through a richer landscape of counter-story will require greater social power to generate and reproduce such stories across the key informational structures of the dominant system. In the meantime, the work of the conscientious, critical researcher and listener will be to both interrogate the single story and to communicate the counter-story that challenges the unchallenged in structures of power that create our truths through story. 
Note
1. Although, the story of the Nkali Scorecard in some ways begins in this article, there would be no truth in this story without acknowledging the village of counter-storytellers who raised me in more ways than one. In particular, I would like to express my deepest appreciation and gratitude for the educators, students, and academics who empowered me through their belief, support, and mentorship on the very long journey to producing this work: My Dad and Mom, the ultimate counter-storytellers to me and so many other young minds; my doctoral supervisor, Dr Alan G. Green, who took a huge chance in backing and guiding me on my doctoral journey; my post-doctoral supervisor Professor Juliet C. Perumal, both a mentor and inspiration, as I work to navigate and advance through the rocky terrain of the ivory tower; Professor Tony Figure 13 provides a breakdown of the Top 5 story types by storyteller type. S1 story types highlighted (a) material and structural deficits of the home, school, and community; and (b) socio-cultural differences among students, staff, and the school context. By contrast, S2 story types underscored material deficits in students' personal, home, and family context, with some communication of the socio-cultural differences between students and educators in the school context.
